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Abstract 

The aim of this project is to provide a real-time, easily available online 

simulation tool for monitoring the power output of rooftop solar panel networks 

across Australia. Currently there is no system in place which accurately models 

the power output of rooftop solar panels, as the vast majority of these rooftop 

systems are un-monitored.  

The simulations for this system are produced using the KPV method, which 

involves using the power output data of a single PV (photovoltaic) system, 

compared to its theoretical output under clear sky conditions, to estimate the 

output performance of nearby un-monitored PV systems that are under similar 

atmospheric conditions. This method can also be scaled up to produce a 

network–wide estimate by using the output data of a smaller subset of the PV 

systems within the network.   

As a starting point the project will investigate the implementation of a system 

simulating the rooftop PV network in the ACT. As the system is still within the 

design phase, this part of the project will focus mainly on creating a working 

prototype or proof of concept. At this stage, the input data will be drawn from a 

single external source and the output web server will be designed for 

functionality rather than aesthetics.  

Running from computational allocations of the NCI (National Computational 

Infrastructure), the system will be separated into three virtual machines (VM). 

VM 1 is responsible for collecting the live data from pre-existing online PV output 

databases and storing it in a usable form before passing it onto VM 2. VM 2 

forms the computational bulk of the system and is where the data is analysed 

and the PV network simulations created before the result is passed onto VM 3. 

VM 3 takes the output data, aggregates it and presents it to the end user in a 

clear and comprehensive format. It will be in the form of a website or web based 

application.  

The ability to estimate the output performance for the monitored and un-

monitored PV systems across the network has many applications. Not only can it 

be used to estimate the total power output of the network or predict the future 

output, it can also be used as a tool to increase the network efficiency and better 

monitor and manage the supply and demand of the network in real-time.   
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Glossary of Terms 

General Terms 

Term Definition 

RPSS Regional PV Simulation System – the system being 

developed in this project. 

PV / Photovoltaic A silicon device which converts the sun’s energy into 

electricity. 

Rooftop PV / 

Solar PV / 

Rooftop Solar 

Privately owned PV systems, mounted on the roof of 

houses, which may feed back into the electricity grid.  

(PV) network / 

grid 

The electricity supply and distribution system of a city or 

region. This system includes privately owned PV electricity 

sources. 

(PV System) 

Output Data 

Quantitative information on the electrical power, energy, 

and voltage produced by PV system or network at a given 

time. 

Live Data / Real-

Time Data 

Information which is gathered and used close to the time of 

its creation. 

KPV Method A method for predicting the output of a PV system based on 

the output of systems in the area and the output of the 

system under clear sky conditions.  

 

Programming Terms  

Term Definition 

Script / Program 

/ Application 

A set of instructions telling a computer system what action 

to take using commands. 

Commands Specific code words and syntax which can be interpreted by 

a computer so that it may perform tasks. 

Functions / 

Methods 

Small pieces of code which usually fulfil a single purpose or 

task. 

Library A collection of pre-written functions or methods which may 

be readily used to build more complex programs. 

High / Low level 

programming 

language 

The higher level the programming language, the further it 

is from machine code and as a result, the easier it is for 

programmers to understand. Lower level languages need 

less support from other programs to interpret the code. 

 

Computer System Terms 

Term Definition 

Communication 

Protocol 

A list of rules which dictate how a computer system 

communicates with another. 

Package A collection of programs usually installed together. These 

programs are often used in unison. 
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Term Definition 

Webserver A server computer which is setup to host a website. 

Virtual Machine A computer which exists as a sub-system of a larger 

computer, and behaves like a normal computer. 

NCI / National 

Computational 

Infrastructure 

A large super computer system which hosts virtual 

machines for research applications. 

Ubuntu An open source operating system based on Linux.   

IP / Internet 

Protocol Address 

A unique number which identifies a computer connected to 

the internet and acts as an address for other computers to 

connect to it, or more commonly, to the website it hosts. 

API / Application 

Programming 

interface 

A list of rules which dictate how a program within a 

computer system communicates with other programs, 

which are sometimes on a separate computer. 

Key / Key pair A security measure where two computers share encryption 

keys in order to securely connect or authenticate each 

other. 

LAMP / Linux 

Apache MySQL 

and PHP 

A package of programs which are used to set up and run a 

webserver. 

 

Website related Terms 

Term Definition 

Website 

Framework 

A pre-built collection of HTML CSS and JavaScript code 

which can be used as a basis for a website. 

Template An extension of a framework with more emphasis placed on 

the style and features of a website. 

Webpage 

Elements 

The parts which make up a web page. These include 

headings, text, images, buttons etc. 

Server-Side / 

Back-End 

The programs which run from the webserver to change the 

website output. 

Client-Side / 

Front End 

The parts of the website which can be publically viewed and 

the programs which change the website output from the 

user’s web browser. 

CMS / Content 

Management 

System 

A package of server-side programs which automatically 

control the creation and presentation of webpages.   
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File types 

extension Definition 

.csv Comma Separated Values – a common file for representing 

tables using comma and new-line separated values to 

represent cells and rows. 

.sh Bash shell script – the command line language of the Linux 

operating system. 

.py Python program – a file which runs commands in the Python 

programming language 

.html Hyper Text Markup Language – a file which defines the layout 

of a webpage. 

.css Cascading Style Sheet – a file which defines the aesthetic style 

of elements in a webpage 

.png  Portable Network Graphic – a compressed image file commonly 

used as images on websites. 

.js JavaScript – a file which runs commands in the JavaScript 

language. These commands generally relate to interactivity and 

animation on a webpage. 

.svg Scalable Vector Graphic – a file which describes a shape or 

image defined by coordinate points, in which the line style and 

background are also defined. 
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1. Introduction 

With the ever increasing demand for renewable energy systems as a clean and 

sustainable alternative to large scale fossil fuel power stations, many individual 

households and small businesses have embraced the benefits of running small-

scale rooftop PV (photovoltaic) systems. This has resulted in a network of many 

thousands or tens of thousands of uncoordinated and oftentimes un-monitored 

electricity supply sources across Australia’s major cities. The aim of this project 

is to continue to investigate and develop the methods and infrastructure needed 

to provide a real-time system for monitoring, predicting and displaying the 

output of solar PV systems across a city wide network. 

While the increased use of small-scale rooftop PV systems is an important 

stepping stone on the road to a renewable energy future, it does have 

drawbacks. As many of the rooftop PV systems are privately owned, most of 

them remain un-monitored decentralised energy sources which may feed back 

into the grid, or at least reduce the demand on the grid in that area. The energy 

supply industry relies very heavily on the ability to predict supply and demand 

within the grid and these un-monitored rooftop PV systems add uncertainty.  

Another factor which adds to the unpredictability of the network is the effect of 

the weather on the output of PV systems. The output of solar PV systems is 

intermittent as clouds can unpredictably prevent the sun’s energy from reaching 

the panels. This can cause the solar output to drop by 60% (Sayeef et al. 2012). 

It is therefore important to collect the most recent output data for use in the 

simulation. 

As a starting point, the project will investigate the implementation of a system 

simulating the rooftop PV network in the ACT. One major driving factor in the 

development of this system is that there currently are no systems in place which 

provide similar data, on this timescale, and with this level of detail. The aim of 

this project is to take a powerful simulator out of the laboratory and into the 

public domain, thereby building a useful and freely accessible tool for both users 

and utilities. Another aim is to ensure the system operates in as close to real-

time as is possible. This would unlock a new range of applications as the 
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simulations produced will directly represent the current output of the network as 

it exists in the real word, at the time the simulations are viewed.  

The Regional PV Simulation System (RPSS) constructed in this project by the 

author, is essentially an automation and data management mechanism for the 

simulation system developed by N.A Engerer (2014).  

The simulator itself uses the KPV method, which involves using a single 

monitored PV system’s output data to estimate the output performance of 

nearby un-monitored PV systems (Engerer N.A, Mills F.P, 2014). The simulator 

takes the power output of a monitored PV system and compares it to the 

theoretical output under clear sky conditions. It then uses this ratio to predict 

the relative power output of nearby PV systems which would be under similar 

cloud conditions. This method can be scaled up to produce a network–wide 

estimate by using the output data of a smaller subset of the PV systems within 

the network (Engerer N.A, Hansard J, 2015). This subset will be monitored in 

real-time from sources distributed across the network and the output data 

collected will be used to estimate the performance of larger areas of the network 

at any given time. 

Using the simulator as a core, the RPSS will actively collect data from online 

sources such as PVOutput.org and continuously feed this data to the simulator. 

The RPSS will then actively take the simulation output files and present them on 

a webpage. This will essentially enable the simulation results to be viewed as 

close to real-time as possible, thus applying the scientific analysis provided by 

the simulator to solve a real world problem.   

1.1. Supporting Projects and Resources 

This project has a diverse range of resources which it builds upon. These consist 

of: previous ENGN4200 projects; work completed by N.A, Engerer and 

colleagues (2014-15); computational infrastructure services, code frameworks; 

and a vast array of online tutorial and forum sources. 

1.1.1.Supporting Projects     

This project is one of a set of individual projects which involve the investigation 

of implementing city-wide PV simulation systems. A study into the effectiveness 

of using the scaled up KPV method in a simulation system to model over 12 000 
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distributed PV systems across Canberra concluded that not only does the 

method perform relatively well under normal conditions, it also has the ability to 

identify ramp events (sudden increases or decreases in power output caused by 

thick moving cloud cover) (Engerer N.A., 2015). Unlike the simulations 

conducted in this study, the data collected by the RPSS will not initially be 

quality controlled and thus will not be as accurate.   

This project also draws heavily on the work undertaken by A. Al-Kurdi (2015) 

who developed a program to retrieve the PV Output data directly from the front 

end of the PV Output database webpage, PVOutput.org. As well as collecting the 

data which indicates the performance of the systems included on PVOutput.org, 

the program also collected valuable meta-data on the physical characteristics of 

the monitored systems, such as, size, positioning, angle of tilt etc. (Al-Kurdi, 

2015). This meta-data is invaluable to the creation of accurate simulations and 

as this information cannot be collected with the alternative method used in this 

project, information supplied by ACTEW AGL will also be used for the creation of 

the output simulations. 

1.1.2.PVOutput.org API and Output 

PVOutput.org is a large online database for uploading and comparing PV output 

data. Its primary function is as a data collection and storage service where users 

can upload the information collected about the output performance of their PV 

energy generation throughout the day. This data is then graphed and shared on 

the website so that other users in the area can compare their data. As well as 

collecting data, PVOutput.org also provides an option for users to download the 

output data for all systems across a region. For this project the data is 

downloaded for the ACT region. Access to the data is achieved through a system 

ID and API key. Data can be viewed by inputting the system ID and API key into 

an HTTP request. The data received is in a CSV format however, the form which 

the CSV takes is not immediately useable as the headers for the file are 

incorrectly set. 

1.1.3.Nectar, NCI Operational Environment 

Nectar is a national cloud network, part of the NCI, which is aimed at providing 

virtual laboratory environments for research collaboration. It does this by 

providing virtual computation infrastructure which is allocated to researchers so 
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they may have easy access to powerful virtual machines to run programs or 

store data wherever they are across the country. The virtual machine space 

allocated to this project is more than enough to complete it with resources to 

spare. The allocation consists of 32 Virtual CPU cores with 128GB RAM and up to 

16 individual machines. Virtual machines can be launched, controlled and 

terminated through the Nectar Cloud dashboard which also controls the security 

key pairs and IP addresses of each machine.    

1.1.3.1. Ubuntu Operating System 

Most of the virtual machines available on Nectar, and all the virtual machines 

used in this project, run on a Linux operating system. Two of the virtual 

machines used in this project run on an Ubuntu Trusty distribution which is a 

good all-round system. Ubuntu is used as it is a secure, user friendly 

programming environment which already contains many software packages 

which are useful for this project. The machine used as a web server is run on an 

Ubuntu Vivid distribution which is also running as an Ubuntu Server.  

1.1.4.Online Resources 

With ever strengthening interconnectivity, the demand and availability of real-

time data has expanded in recent years. This has been strengthened by the 

increased availability of content management systems running on powerful 

server-side program languages such as Ruby, PHP or Python. Thus it is very 

easy to find many examples of previous real-time data systems, both small-scale 

and large scale, which are used for monitoring everything from water quality to 

volcanic activity to stock market prices. These systems have been analysed to 

provide a guide for the development of the system.  

Additionally, there is a wide range of freely available online tools and resources 

with different approaches to developing similar systems. In this project, websites 

such as stackoverflow.org, askubuntu.com and unix.stackexchange.com have 

proven invaluable resources for understanding how systems may be 

implemented and debugged. Other resources more focussed on the individual 

scripts have also been highly valuable. These include: tdlp.org, learnPython.org 

and digitalocean.org as well as the tutorials featured in codecademy.com and 

codeschool.com.  
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2. Scope 

The aim of the project, in broad terms, is to provide a real-time, publically 

available online simulation tool for monitoring the power output of PV networks 

across Australia. As a starting point the project will investigate the 

implementation of a system simulating the rooftop PV network in the ACT. 

Running from computational allocations of the NCI, the RPSS will be separated 

into three virtual machines (VM) as outlined in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Scope Overview 

As the RPSS is still within the design phase, this part of the project will be 

focusing mainly on creating a working prototype to demonstrate the application 

of the simulation system in real-time. At this stage the input data will be drawn 

only from the PVoutput.org online database and the output web server will be 

focused on delivering a functional website using a standard website template 

rather than tailoring the structure of the website to suit the application. The 

project will focus on three main areas:   

 The functionality of VM 1 which gathers, sorts and stores the raw data; 

 The functionality of VM 3 which orders and presents the output data; and 

 The interactions between: 

o The external data sources and VM 1; 

o The interactions between VM 1 and 2; 

o The interactions between VM 2 and 3; and 

o The interface provided by VM 3 to the internet. 
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VM 2 is the core of the system as it contains the PV Simulation System 

developed by N.A. Engerer and is implemented in this project in a collaborative 

fashion. While the majority of the simulation is handled within the R server 

environment, it is important to be aware of the data format which VM2 requires 

and the data format which VM2 outputs. Several small scripts will be used in 

VM2 for organising and cleaning the file systems. (Engerer & Hansard, 2015) 
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3. Implementation Methods 

3.1. Program languages 

3.1.1.Bash Shell Script 

Bash scripting is the command line language of the Linux operating system. As 

all three Virtual Machines used in this project are all run on Linux, on the Ubuntu 

distribution, it is important to understand the basics of Bash scripting. The main 

uses for Bash scripting in this project are: 

 Controlling the files and folders on the Virtual Machines; 

 Running higher level programs and applications;  

 Controlling the scheduling and automatic processes; and  

 Controlling the transfer of data through communication protocols.  

Table 1 below outline the main Bash script commands used in the project and 

offers a brief description of how each of the commands work and how they are 

used. Note: not all commands are used in automated Bash scripts, some are 

used exclusively for setup of and access to the virtual machines.  

Table 1 Bash Shell Script Commands 

Command Description  

crontab crontab is a file on the machine which holds the details of 

commands which are called at specific times. cron is used 

for automation and scheduling.  

curl curl or cURL is a command which is used to get data from a 

URL. It is used in this project with an API key parameter.  

awk Awk is a processing language in itself with powerful 

applications in text editing and data manipulation.  

sed Sed is another processing language which is a powerful text 

editor. It is especially useful for find and replace tasks. 

sftp sftp is a command which initialises an SFTP session with a 

computer at the target IP address. For more information on 

SFTP see section SFTP3.2.2  

ssh ssh is a command which initialises an SSH session with a 

computer at the target IP address. For more information on 

SSH see section 3.2.1 

echo echo is a command which prints text to the console. It is 

useful for scheduling and debugging 
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Command Description  

wait wait is a command which tells the program to wait for all 

other processes to finish before continuing to the next 

command  

cp / mv / rm cp, mv, and rm are the copy, move and remove commands 

respectively. They are used for document control  

mkdir The mkdir command creates a new directory  

 

3.1.2.Python 

Python is a high-level programming language with a wide range of uses from 

web applications to scientific modelling. Python has a vast library of third party 

packages which can be imported and used. This makes Python very adaptable to 

suit the needs of the system. In this project, Python is primarily used in a data 

processing capacity when the file manipulations using Bash Script would be 

complicated and awkward. The Python package which handles this data 

manipulation is called Pandas and is purpose built for handling data in a tabular 

format. Pandas is mainly used in this project for its ability to effortlessly merge 

multiple tables into a single table which can then be saved as a CSV file. The 

Python commands used are outlined in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 Python-Pandas Commands 

Command Description  

import This is used to load the third party Python packages such 

as Pandas.  

print Python equivalent of bash echo. Prints values to the console  

Pandas.read Uses the Pandas package to read a file and convert it to a 

table object.  

Pandas.drop Pandas method which removes columns in the table object 

Pandas.columns Pandas method which renames the header of the table  

Pandas.merge  Merges two tables using one of the Pandas merge methods 

Pandas.to_csv Converts the table object to a CSV file 

 

3.1.3.HTML5, CSS3 and Twitter Bootstrap 

HTML5 is the latest version of HTML which is used to describe the structure of a 

website. The language itself consists of a set of tags which are wrapped around 

elements, such as images or text, to define their role or position within the 

website or to provide a handle to define properties and styles. HTML only 
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describes the structure of the webpage, the bulk of the aesthetics are defined by 

CSS which controls the colour, size, margins, font style and many other 

properties which affect the presentation of elements within a webpage. In order 

to facilitate fast website development, several frameworks have been built which 

provide a package of pre-written HTML and CSS files. These frameworks can be 

used as a template to quickly build working websites without having to write the 

code from scratch. Twitter Bootstrap is a very popular and widely used 

framework. It essentially creates a customisable grid layout in which website 

elements may be built.    

3.1.4.JavaScript, JQuery, AngularJS   

JavaScript is a client-side website programming language which adds animation, 

interaction and automation to the otherwise static HTML elements on a webpage. 

It is entirely interpreted from the client’s web browser so there is no extra 

information from the server required. JavaScript also has many pre-built 

libraries and frameworks which can be freely used when developing a webpage. 

JQuery is a library of pre-built methods which are commonly used to manipulate 

the content of a webpage in response to user interaction. AngularJS is a 

framework designed to build highly interactive web applications. It is a powerful 

platform used extensively for graphing or mapping applications.  

AngularJS works by defining several content controllers which are programs 

containing sets of objects to store the output data. These objects contain 

properties which can be referenced within the HTML to add dynamic content to 

the page. AngularJS can also be used to define directives (custom HTML tags) 

which can be used to inject HTML elements into the page. Directives are very 

useful for automatically adding commonly used HTML structures from template 

files. This is immensely useful for modifying elements in larger websites as the 

HTML only has to be changed within the template file, rather than in every 

location in the website. 

3.2. Communications Protocols 

3.2.1.SSH 

SSH (secure socket shell) is a communication protocol which sets up a secure 

connection between two computers and enables command line control of one 

computer from the other. The connection between the computers is encrypted 
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and access is only granted if the two systems have a matching key pair. SSH is 

initiated in the command line using the SSH command with parameters outlining 

the IP address to connect to, the user account to connect as, and the key file to 

be used to connect. The Ubuntu systems used in this project have SSH set up as 

standard, however Windows machines wishing to connect using SSH have to use 

a program such as Cygwin which emulates the UNIX environment in Windows.  

3.2.2.SFTP 

SFTP (secure file transfer protocol) is a communication protocol which enables 

files to be transferred between two computers. SFTP is a version of FTP (file 

transfer protocol) which works over an SSH connection. As it is over SSH, all 

data and passwords are encrypted and key pairs must be used to grant access. 

Once an SFTP session is initiated, both the local and remote directories can be 

navigated and files are downloaded or uploaded using the get or put commands 

respectively.   
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4. VM 1 Implementation 

4.1. Requirements 

Before developing the systems to be used by VM 1, it is important to first define 

what the system is required to do. The requirements identified for VM 1 are 

listed as follows:  

 VM 1 must acquire output data from PV systems uploaded to an external 

source and process this data so that it is in a format useable by the R 

simulation program in VM 2; 

 VM 1 must undertake this process every 5 minutes in order to keep a 

stream of live data flowing from the source, through to VM2; 

 VM 1 should provide a way to identify the PV systems for which the data is 

collected so that their characteristics may be matched with the output 

data provided; 

 VM 1 should operate in a manner which does not compromise the security 

of itself or VM 2; and 

 VM 1 shall store the raw and processed data.  

With these requirements in mind, investigations were undertaken to find out 

what systems and protocols were already being used by other systems for 

similar purposes. Through this investigation many things were learned about the 

nature of the virtual computing environment; programming for both directory 

and file manipulation; communication and transfer between machines; and the 

nature and volume of the data which is used in the project. The output data 

from PVOutput.org was also gathered and analysed in order to better understand 

how the data must be manipulated so that it can easily be used by VM 2. From 

this initial standpoint, the systems contained in VM 1 could be built from the 

ground up, with the development and testing of each component undertaken 

before combining it with the rest of the components and then testing larger and 

larger sections of the system. 

4.2. Method and Results 

4.2.1.PVOutput.org Data Analysis 

The primary function of VM 1 is to convert the data collected from PVOutput.org 

into a form which can be easily used by the simulator in VM 2. The file, as it is 

received, is in an unusual CSV format. All systems which are monitored by 

PVOutput.org are represented within the single file where each system is 

separated by a new line character. For each system, the output data at each 
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point in time is represented in a comma separated row with a semicolon at the 

end of each time point. The first row of each system is a short row which 

identifies the system and holds information on the size of the system. An outline 

of the structure is shown below. 

System1 ID, System1 size, System 1 post code; Time 1, Energy, Power, 

Temperature, Voltage;  Time 2, Energy, Power, Temperature, Voltage;   

System2 ID, System2 size, System 2 post code; Time 1, Energy, Power, 

Temperature, Voltage;  Time 2, Energy, Power, Temperature, Voltage;   

Using this information, an algorithm can be written to automatically convert 

these files into a format which can easily be used by VM 2. The ideal format is 

outlined in the structure below. Each row contains all the outputs at a particular 

time for each of the systems. The systems are separated by commas. 

Time, S1 id, S2 id, S3 id … 

Time1 , S1 data, S2 data, S3 data … 

Time2 , S1 data, S2 data, S3 data …  

4.2.2.Data Processing 

The main processing conducted in VM 1 is managed by a single bash script file, 

manager.sh, which is shown in the programming map in Figure 2. Every 5 

minutes a crontab runs manager.sh which collects the data file, manages the 

processing and sends the file to VM 2. As seen in Figure 2, manager.sh runs 

several other sub-programs which have specific roles in the process. 

 

Figure 2 Programming Process and File Map 
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 The commands called in manager.sh are shown in Code Block 1 below. 

Code Block 1 Manager.sh 

1) #!/bin/sh 
2) # manager bash script, 
3) # Manipulates the files and folders and runs the scripts when needed. 
4) echo "starting the management" 
5) STARTTIME=`date +%s` 
6) #get the working file from  
7) curl --compressed  -o pvout/working_file.csv -H "X-Pvoutput-

Apikey:de81698adc6725f83f704f136d543b1398755b3a" -H "X-Pvoutput-

SystemId:39680" 

http://data.pvoutput.org/service/r3/getregionstatus.jsp?r=1:australia

n_capital_territory 

8) #copy working file into raw and name it by the date 
9) cp pvout/working_file.csv pvout/history/raw/"$(date +%d_%m_%y).csv" 
10) #split the working file into the splitter folder 

11) echo "frag!" 

12) ./splitter.sh 

13) wait 

14) echo "it’s in bits" 

15) #make an index file 

16) echo "mapping systems" 

17) ./indexer.sh 

18) wait 

19) echo "indexed" 

20) #backup index 

21) cp pvout/systems.csv pvout/history/processed/"systems_$(date 

+%d_%m_%y).csv" 

22) #merge the files together into output file  

23) Python joiner.py 

24) wait 

25) echo "file is packed, ready to fire" 

26) #copy output file into the processed backup folder 

27) echo "loading" 

28) #start sftp session with VM2  

29) NOW=$(date +%y_%m_%d_%T) 

30) sftp -i water.key ubuntu@144.6.226.178<<EOF 

31) put pvout/output.csv regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData/$NOW.csv 

32) put pvout/systems.csv regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData/systems.csv 

33) EOF 

34) echo "the file has been sent!" 

35) rm "pvout/working_file.csv" "pvout/output.csv" 

"pvout/systems.csv" 

36) rm -r "pvout/splits" 

37) mkdir "pvout/splits" 

38) echo "directory is clean, see you soon!" 

39) ENDTIME=`date +%s` 

40) RUNTIME=$(( $ENDTIME - $STARTTIME )) 

41) echo "end management - that took " $RUNTIME " seconds" 

 

The curl command (CB1.7) requests data from the PVOutput.org server by using 

the APIkey and SystemId as parameters to provide authentication. It also saves 

the results of this request in a CSV file. After a few backups, Manager.sh then 
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runs a second bash script, splitter.sh (CB1.12). Splitter.sh is shown in Code 

Block 2 below. 

Code Block 2 Splitter.sh 

1) #!/bin/sh 

2) # splitter bash script, 

3) # Takes the raw data file from pvout put and splits it into CSV 

files per system 

4) echo "splitter-> starting splitter.sh" 

5) #splits file 

6) awk -F";" '{print $0> "pvout/splits/File" NR ".csv"}' 

pvout/working_file.csv 

7) wait 

8) echo "splitter-> done splitting" 

9) #replaces ; with n\ and renames file based on system and moves them 

10) for i in "pvout/splits/File"*.csv; do sed 's/;/\n/g' -i $i ; mv $i 

pvout/splits/$(head -1 "$i").csv; done 

11) wait 

12) echo "splitter-> done renaming" 

13) #renames header 

14) for i in pvout/splits/*; do sed -i 

"1s/.*/"Time,Energy,Power,Temperature,Voltage"/" $i; done 

15) wait 

16) echo "splitter-> done header" 

17) echo "splitter-> finished splitter.sh" 

 

Splitter.sh begins by using AWK (CB2.6) to split the file into a set of smaller 

files, each containing the data from a single PV system. It does this by finding all 

the ‘;’ characters in the file and identifies them as delimiters. It then saves these 

files in the splits directory. It then uses a loop (CB2.10) to reformat each file, by 

using sed to replace all the ‘;’ characters with new lines, as this is a more useful 

format while renaming the file and changing the header. Finally, it renames the 

headers for each file using sed in a second loop (CB2.14). 

Manager.sh then creates an index of all the PV systems using a third bash script, 

indexer.sh, which lists the filenames of each of the system files as seen in Code 

Block 3. This creates an index file using the filenames of the system outputs. It 

then uses sed to clean up the file (CB3.9, CB3.10). 

Code Block 3 Indexer.sh 

1) #!/bin/sh 
2) # indexer bash script, 
3) # Creates an index file with the system ID,  
4) #makes the header 
5) echo "sysId,Size,Pcode"> "pvout/systems.csv" 
6) #writes the file names of all the system files to the index 
7) for i in pvout/splits/*; do echo "$i" >> pvout/systems.csv; done 
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8) #removes unwanted file extensions etc. 
9) sed 's/.csv//' -i pvout/systems.csv ; 
10) sed 's/pvout\/splits\///' -i pvout/systems.csv ; 

 

 

After indexing is complete, a Python program, joiner.py is run as seen in line 

(CB1.23). While the command is initiated in the bash console, the system uses 

the Python environment to run the commands in the file. As seen in line 3 and 4 

of Code Block 4, the Pandas and os packages have to be imported. Os is a 

general purpose packing which offers file management methods.  

Code Block 4 Joiner.py 

1) #!/usr/bin/Python 
2) #import modules 
3) import Pandas 
4) import os 
5) print "joiner-> time to squash these files together" 
6) #read template file  
7) template=Pandas.read_csv("timetemp.csv") 
8) for lots in os.listdir("pvout/splits"): 

i) #get system id for header 
ii) more = "pvout/splits/%s" %lots 

iii) lots =lots.split(',')[0] 

iv) #read file 

v) store=Pandas.read_csv(more) 
vi) #drop unwanted columns 

vii) store = store.drop(['Energy','Temperature','Voltage'], 1) 

viii) #set header 
ix) store.columns = ['Time',lots] 

x) #merge 
xi) template = Pandas.merge(template,store, how = 'outer', 

on='Time') 

9) template = template.dropna(how = 'all') 
10) template.to_csv('pvout/output.csv', index=False, 

na_rep='NA',float_format='%.0f' ) 

11) print "Joiner-> all joined" 

 

Joiner.py starts by converting a template CSV file into a table object using the 

Pandas package (CB4.7). It then uses a loop to open each system output file, 

picks out the useful data, before merging it with the template file (CB4.8).  Once 

all files are merged into the table, the table is then converted back into a CSV 

file ready to be sent to VM 2 (CB4.10).  

Finally, manager.sh starts an SFTP session with VM 2 (CB1.30). This opens an 

encrypted session with VM 2 where the output files can be transferred. After the 

transfers are completed, the file system is cleaned and the program completed 

(CB1.35+).  
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A map of the architecture of VM 1 is shown in Figure 3. This outlines the division 

between the Bash script and the Python script sections in VM 1.

 

Figure 3 VM 1 Architecture 

4.3. Challenges 

Before the system could be implemented, there was a series of minor challenges 

to overcome. The first of these challenges was the difficulty getting the data 

from the PVOutput.org website as the documentation on this was incomplete and 

the URLs provided by the site’s help section were incorrect, and the site also 

required a ‘dummy system’ to be registered in order to acquire a system id to be 

used as an identifier. The output also failed to include an identifier for each 

system so each output was only identifiable by a system size and postcode. It 

was then found that by modifying the URL which is used to request the data, a 

second output format is received, including the system id.  

The next challenge to overcome involved the data itself. Although the data 

received from PVOutput.org was in a CSV file, the format of the data made it 

unreadable by CSV reading programs. It was therefore determined quite early 

that the format of the data must be heavily manipulated into a useable form. 

With the challenge of reformatting the data came the challenge of working out 

which programming language would be best suited for the task.  

As it was already being used for retrieving the data and several file 

manipulations, most of the code which reformats the CSV is written in Bash shell 

scripting. This provides many programs such as awk and sed which can be used 

to split a file on a delimiter or find and replace character patterns. While this 

worked nicely, it soon became apparent that a more powerful language would 
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need to be used for tasks such as merging CSV files together. While this can be 

done in bash scripting, it is better to use packages which are already tailored to 

performing these tasks. Thus Python was used to support the bash script, to 

avoid writing many lines of code to complete a task which may be accomplished 

in much fewer lines. 

4.4. Expansion and Improvements 

The system as it stands still requires some improvement to ensure it is scalable 

and robust. Currently, the way the system is set up, it sometimes takes over a 

minute to split, reformat and merge the files.  This is due to several nested loops 

which run through each of the files, one by one. Speeding up this process would 

be greatly beneficial, ensuring that the system does not become too slow when 

more data systems are added.  

Another set of improvements would be to add error checking systems to the 

script. This would monitor the quality of the data, ensure the formatting is 

correct and also make sure the transfers have worked correctly. The results of 

these error checking procedures could be used to correct the data, or resend the 

files if they failed to transfer correctly. This would make the system more robust 

and able to deal with problems which may affect the quality of the output.  

In its current form, the system processes and outputs quite a lot of data. Every 

5 minutes it collects all the data available for the entire day and processes it all, 

which means that there is a lot of duplicated data in the system. A possible 

improvement could be a program which filters the input data and only passes on 

the new data for each system. Investigations were undertaken into the 

possibility of only passing on the data from the most recent time step; however 

it was found that the uploading of data was not always uniform and some values 

for a specific time were uploaded much later. 

There is also a lot of data which is discarded during the processing. As only the 

output power is used, the energy, voltage, and temperature values are deleted. 

An improvement to this would be to work with PVOutput.org, to develop a 

request which only provides the output power for each system.  
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5. VM 2 Implementation 

5.1. Requirements 

Although VM 2 is mostly outside of the scope of the project, there are still a few 

changes to VM 2 required so that it seamlessly integrates with the other virtual 

machines. A short set of design requirements are listed as follows: 

 VM 2 must be accessible via SFTP by VM 1; 

 VM 2 must produce simulations on the latest data, as the data is received; 

 VM 2 should produce output data in a form which is usable by VM 3; and 

 VM 2 must be able to securely connect to VM 3 in order to transfer the 

data.  

5.2. Simulation Format and Characteristics 

The input format for the Regional PV Solar Simulator is outlined in Section 4.2.1. 

It is CSV format with a header row which provides the system id for each 

column. Each subsequent row represents the output power of each system at a 

point in time. Throughout the day extra rows are added to the file as the output 

data is collected.  

The simulator takes the power output for each system and compares it with the 

theoretical output of the system under clear sky conditions. The relative 

performance of the PV system under atmospheric conditions can then be used to 

predict the power output of nearby systems based on their clear sky 

performance. (Engerer & Mills 2014) 

The outputs produced by the simulator are in the form of graphs which show the 

intensity of the power output of the systems geographically distributed across a 

map of the ACT, as well as maps of the regional areas of Canberra, which are: 

Belconnen, City North, City South, Gungahlin, Tuggeranong, Weston Creek, and 

Woden. Figure 4 below shows several examples of the maps produced. These 

maps are saved as PNG files before being sent to VM 3.  
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Figure 4 Example Simulations 

5.3. Management 

As with VM 1, VM 2 requires programs to be run chronologically using crontab in 

order to maintain the flow of the data.  While the input data is completely 

handled by VM 1, a separate program is needed to run the simulator and 

manage the output files in VM 2. This process is managed by simulator.sh which 

is detailed in Code Block 5 and is run by a crontab every 5 minutes. First the 

simulation is run. As the R server requires a user with a password, simulator.sh 

logs-in as vm2user to run the simulation. After this is complete, an SFTP session 

is opened with VM 3 and the output files are put directly into the appropriate 

folder within the website structure. 

Code Block 5 Simulator.sh 

1) #!/bin/sh 
2) #Simulator bash file for controlling VM2 
3) NOW=$(date +%Y%m%d) 
4) sftp -i earth.key ubuntu@130.56.250.27<<EOF 
5) put regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Belconnen.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/belconnen 

6) !rm regional-pv-simulation-
system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Belconnen.png 

7) put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City-
North.png /var/www/html/outputmaps/city-north 

8) !rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City-
North.png 
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9) put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City-
South.png /var/www/html/outputmaps/city-south 

10) !rm regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City-South.png 

11) put regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Gungahlin.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/gungahlin 

12) !rm regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Gungahlin.png 

13) put regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Tuggeranong.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/tuggeranong 

14) !rm regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Tuggeranong.png 

15) put regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Weston-Creek.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/weston-creek 

16) !rm regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Weston-Creek.png 

17) put regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Woden.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/woden 

18) !rm regional-pv-simulation-

system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Woden.png 

19) put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/fullmap 

20) EOF 
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6. VM 3 Implementation 

6.1. Requirements 

VM 3 is the final stage in the data flow. It is the public facing interface which 

communicates with the end users and presents the simulated data in a useful 

and easily understood format. As this is the most exposed portion of the project, 

it is important to place more emphasis on designing the system with security in 

mind as well as designing it to be as user friendly as possible, with a small focus 

on aesthetics. The design requirements for this part of the system are outlined 

below. 

 VM 3 must consist of a web server capable of hosting a website or web 

application which is publically viewable;  

 VM 3 must present the simulations and data from VM 2 in a clean, logical 

and user friendly manner; 

 VM 3 must present historic data as well as recent data in 5 minute 

increments; 

 VM 3 should update its output automatically when new data is received. 

 VM 3 should present data from the ACT as a whole as well as data from 

individual suburbs or areas; 

 VM 3 should output the data in a timely manner without too many delays 

while loading content; and    

 VM 3 should operate in a manner which does not compromise the security 

of itself or VM 2. 

With these requirements in mind, investigations were undertaken to explore 

what solutions are available and what has been done in the past to achieve 

similar goals.  

One case study investigated for its similarities to the desired outcome was the 

Bureau of Meteorology website radar application. The application displays 

several semi-transparent PNG files layered over the top of each other. The 

bottom layer is a topographic map of the area, a second layer adds labels, and a 

third layer shows the predicted cloud systems as they appear across the region. 

This third layer is a dynamically updated animation where 6 frames show the 

cloud forecasting for half an hour’s time period, leading up to the current time. 

On close inspection of the HTML it appears that the animation is controlled by 

JavaScript code which is fed by an external data source.    
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6.2. Method and Results 

6.2.1.Webserver and Security Setup 

The first step to setting up VM 3 is the implementation of a virtual machine 

instance which could be used as a webserver. While the Ubuntu trusty virtual 

machines used for VM 1 and VM 2 would have been fine to use, an Ubuntu Vivid 

machine was used as it was already set up to host a web server and would 

require minimal setup to get it running.  Once the machine is initiated, work can 

begin on installing the required software. The main package which enables 

Ubuntu to run a webserver is a collection of programs called LAMP (Linux, 

Apache, MySQL, and PHP). The website itself at this stage will only require the 

Apache HTTP server to be running. In future versions of this site PHP and MySQL 

may be used to manage and store content as it is received. Currently the back-

end configuration and website content can be controlled by simple bash scripts. 

After the LAMP package is installed, the webserver can be viewed via an HTTP 

request to the IP address. From this point, the webserver is hardened to protect 

it against hacking attacks. Most of this involves hiding developer tools and errors 

so they can’t be identified and exploited by hackers. An extra layer of security is 

added by installing the Shorewall firewall which blocks all traffic unless it is in 

the form of an SSH or HTTP request. The steps followed are outlined below: 

To hide server details: 

 In /etc./apache2/conf-available/security.conf, 

o ‘ServerTokens Full’ to ‘ServerTokens Prod’   

o ‘ServerSignature Off’  

To hide directory listing: 

 In /etc./apache2/apache2.conf, 

o  Added ‘Options –Indexes’  to the HTML directory access  

To hide PHP code and errors which may be exploited: 

 In /etc./php5/apache2/php.ini  

o “expose_php =Off”  

o “display_errors = Off” 

o “track_errors Off” and  

o “html_errors = Off” 

 Installed Shorewall firewall and set so it only allows HTTP and ssh 

 Hardened the SQL database using “mysql_secure_installation” to restrict 

access and remove unneeded databases 
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Once the security is in place, the server is ready to host a website. 

6.2.2.Website Implementation and Structure 

As this project is focused on setting up a working prototype of the system, the 

functionality of the website tends to be more of a focus than the structure of the 

website. As an extension of the requirements for VM 3 outlined in section 5.3.1, 

a more specific set of requirements is formulated which relates specifically to the 

website, its functionality and how it presents the data. These requirements are 

outlined below. 

 The website must show simulation images or graphs so they may be 

compared over time; 

 The website must show numerical characteristics of the system, such as 

power or energy output as varied over time; 

 The website must show the simulated images and data of system as a 

whole as well as the simulated images and data of individual suburbs; 

and 

 The website should be aesthetically styled and logically laid out.   

Taking this into consideration, the website is essentially a bare-bones, HTML 

structure built on a Twitter Bootstrap framework. This lends itself to a more 

traditional, and lighter file structure as outlined in Figure 5. The file structure 

therefore, is mainly focussed on the task of delivering the output simulations. 

This also means that at this stage the website is not connected to a MySQL 

database and does not have a server side language for content management 

purposes. While this may be limiting for speed of expansion, it does eliminate 

the complexities of running a third party developed CMS and allows a certain 

level of freedom on the front end development.  
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Figure 5 VM3 Website File System 

6.2.2.1. Homepage and Template Layout 

The homepage of the website consists of 5 major elements. These are the 

header bar, feature banner, region side bar, image map and the footer bar. The 

main purpose of the homepage is to act as a navigational gateway to the pages 

which present the maps and data. On this page, navigation is achieved through 

the header bar, sidebar and image map. As well as supplying space for a logo, 

the header bar also contains a menu with a dropdown list of all the regions 

which can be viewed on the site. The sidebar also has these regions listed, 

however it groups them according to area for easier navigation. The image map 

is a third level of navigation which shows an interactive visual region map which 

contains links to the regions when clicked on.  

The feature banner is not entirely essential to the functionality of the system 

however it acts as a welcome graphic with headline style information about what 

the website aims to do. The footer bar is also purely aesthetic with the logos and 

information about project partners. Each page on the website contains copies of 

the header bar, side bar and footer bar. The feature banner is only utilised on 

the home page and the image map is replaced by the simulation images.   
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6.2.2.2. Image Map 

The image map is included on the front page to encourage interactivity and give 

the user a graphical indication of the locations which are being mapped. The 

map itself is in an SVG format. The format allows complex polygons to be 

rendered by the user’s browser by supplying a list of points. It also allows these 

polygons to be individually selectable, unlike image files where regions must be 

defined over the top of the file. Each region within the map is wrapped within a 

hyperlink tag and each suburb has the CSS hover property which makes it 

change colour when the user hovers over it. The SVG is imbedded in a separate 

HTML file in order to keep the homepage file clean and is referred to using an 

AngularJS directive.  

6.2.2.3. Map Pages  

The map pages are similar in layout to the homepage, however there is no 

feature banner and the image map is replaced by the output map module.  While 

not currently implemented, there is a plan to include an output table which uses 

an AngularJS controller to take data from a CSV file and display it under or 

beside the map. This would supply more useful information to the user.  

6.2.2.4. Preloader 

As the website maps are updated every 5 minutes, up to 144 image files 

accumulate for each region over a 12 hour period. The usual method of loading 

image files employed by the browser is to load all visible images when the page 

loads. However, as the images are constantly being changed by selecting a new 

time step, each image is loaded individually, as they are displayed. This causes a 

slight time delay while the image loads. A JavaScript pre-loader has been added 

to the website which forces the browser to load all images when the page loads. 

Code Block 6 below shows the contents of preload.js. Note: some sections have 

been compressed for readability.  

Code Block 6 Preload.js 

$(document).ready(function(){ 

 function preload(arrayOfImages) { 

     $(arrayOfImages).each(function(){ 

         $('<img/>')[0].src = this; 

     }); 

 } 

//get the date and time 

 var cdt = new Date(); 
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 var dt = ""+cdt.getFullYear()+(("0" + (cdt.getMonth() + 

1)).slice(-2))+(("0" + cdt.getDate()).slice(-2)); 

 

 //get the current folder 

 var fold = 

document.location.href.match(/[^\/]+$/)[0].slice(0,-5) 

 

    String.prototype.ucfirst = function(){ 

        return this.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + this.substr(1); 

    } 

 

// preloading: 

    if (fold ==='fullmap'){ 

    preload([ 

        'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_0700.png', 

         'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_0705.png', 

         'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_0710.png', 

            ... etc. 

    ]) 

    } else { 

           preload([           

'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_0700_'+fold.ucfirst()+'.png', 

'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_0705_'+fold.ucfirst()+'.png', 

'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_0710_'+fold.ucfirst()+'.png', 

            ... etc. 

       ]) 

    }}) 

 

The pre-loader works by determining the date and time as well as the current 

page being viewed and from this information, loads all the image files required. 

This ensures that only the most relevant files are being loaded. An ‘if else’ 

statement is used in the preloading section as the naming of the files for the full 

map is slightly different to the regional maps.   

6.2.2.5. Angular JS Modules 

In order to handle the amount of front end interactivity required for the website 

to be user friendly and easily navigated, the website is built utilising the 

powerful Angular JavaScript framework. This framework is supplemented by 

several JQuery scripts throughout the website. The AngularJS modules written 

for this website are contained within the app.js file.  

There are two major Angular programs which control the HTML on the website. 

The first program is the region controller which can be seen in Code Block 7. 

This controller contains the name and id of every region, both in alphabetical 

order and grouped by area. This is used to automatically populate the menus 

without having to write the entire list into multiple places in the HTML code. This 
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also makes modifying the list simple, as it is contained in one place as well as 

opening up the opportunity to reuse the module with a different list in another 

site. Data from the controller can be called within the HTML page by adding an 

Ng-controller tag to the HTML element and calling the variable data using double 

brackets and the property name such as:  {{belco.name}}. Ng-repeat is also 

used heavily in the HTML as it runs a loop which inserts properties from all 

objects within a variable list.    

Code Block 7 Region Controller 

(function(){ 

 var app = angular.module('regions',[]); 

 app.controller('RegionController', function(){ 

  this.regions1 = regions1; 

  this.regions2 = regions2; 

  this.regions3 = regions3; 

  this.regions4 = regions4; 

  this.belco = belco; 

  this.gunners = gunners; 

  this.tuggers = tuggers 

  this.wCreek = wCreek; 

  this.woden = woden; 

  this.cityN = cityN; 

  this.cityS = cityS; 

 }); 

 

 var regions1 = [ 

{name: 'ACTON', id: 107, zone: 'cityNorth'}, 

{name: 'AINSLIE', id: 104, zone: 'cityNorth'}, 

{name: 'AMAROO', id: 707, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 

...etc 

 

 var gunners = [ 

 {name: 'AMAROO', id: 707, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 

 {name: 'BONNER', id: 719, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 

 {name: 'CASEY', id: 705, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 

... etc. 

 var belco =[ 

 {name: 'ARANDA', id: 556, zone: 'belconnen'}, 

 {name: 'BELCONNEN', id: 559, zone: 'belconnen'}, 

 {name: 'BRUCE', id: 555, zone: 'belconnen'}, 

...etc 

 ]; 

})(); 

 

The second major Angular program is the Time Controller seen in Code Block 8. 

This is the backbone of the module which enables the user to view an output 

image based on the selected time. The controller essentially takes a user input, 

and uses this to modify the HTML which tells the web browser which new image 

to show. Unlike most back-end controlled programs, Angular doesn’t need to 
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wait for the information to be submitted. It contains a listener which updates the 

map every time it detects a change in the input.  

The majority of the code in the Time Controller is used for converting numbers 

into times. As the input is a number, it allows the values to go above 60 which is 

not desirable when representing time. Whenever the time value is changed, 

‘this.change’ function is called which modifies the number so it represents time 

in hours and minutes. It also adds a zero to the front of numbers less than 1000 

to preserve the hh:mm format used by the output files. This controller also 

contains a date parameter which ensures that the system is only accessing 

resources which are date stamped with the current date. 

Code Block 8 Time Controller 

(function(){ 

 app.controller('TimeController',function(){ 

  this.timer=1200;   

  var cdt = new Date(); 

  var dt = ""+cdt.getFullYear()+(("0" + (cdt.getMonth() + 

1)).slice(-2))+(("0" + cdt.getDate()).slice(-2));.  

  this.timeset = dt+"_"+'1200'; 

  this.change =function(){ 

   var fixtime = ""+ this.timer; 

   if (fixtime < 1000){ 

    fixtime= "0"+ fixtime; 

   }else { 

    fixtime = ""+fixtime; 

   } 

   if (Number(fixtime[2]) == 6){ 

    fixtime = Number(fixtime) +40; 

   }else if(Number(fixtime[2]==9)){ 

    fixtime= Number(fixtime) -40; 

   }else{ 

    fixtime = Number(fixtime); 

   } 

   if (fixtime < 1000){ 

    fixtime= "0"+ fixtime; 

   }else { 

    fixtime = ""+fixtime; 

   } 

   this.timer = Number(fixtime); 

   this.timeset = dt+"_"+fixtime; 

  } 

 }) 

})(); 

 

There are also several small program directives which bring small sections of 

HTML code in from template files in order to the clean up the HTML in the home 

page file and map page files and avoid repeating  the same HTML code in 

multiple places on the site. These are seen in Code Block 9. The directives 
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essentially create a new HTML tag such as <header-bar> which can be used to 

bring the contents of the template file into the HTML page. The header bar and 

footer bar directives are used in each page on the site. The image map directive 

is slightly different to the other two directives in that it is only called in one 

place. It is included as a directory because imgmap.html contains a large 

amount of code and keeping it in a separate file ensures that the homepage file 

remains uncluttered. 

Code Block 9 Directives 

(function(){ 

 app.directive('imageMap', function(){ 

  return{ 

   restrict:'E', 

   templateUrl: 'imgmap.html' 

  } 

 }) 

 app.directive('headaBar', function(){ 

  return{ 

   restrict:'E', 

   templateUrl: 'headbar.html' 

  } 

 }) 

 app.directive('footBar', function(){ 

  return{ 

   restrict:'E', 

   templateUrl: 'footbar.html' 

  } 

 }) 

})(); 

 

6.3. Challenges 

The main challenge with setting up VM3 was the server-side content 

management. As the website is not built using a CMS all content has to be 

manually handled initially or via server side bash scripts during operation. As 

outlined in the previous section, every 5 minutes another set of output files are 

added to the system. These updated files need to be recognised by the 

webserver components. This means adding JavaScript code which continuously 

changes the file addresses within the HTML of the page.    

One issue identified early on in testing was the slight time delay which took 

place while the output maps were loading. Originally the images, as set by 

AngularJS, were loaded as each time step was clicked. This resulted in a one or 

two second delay while the image loaded. In order to combat this a JQuery 
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image pre-loader program is included in the website. This pre-loader takes a list 

of images and loads them as the page is loaded so that they do not need to be 

loaded later as they are viewed. The main difficulty with this is that the name 

and folder of the image files are continually changing based on the current date 

and region being viewed. Two separate functions are written into the pre-loader 

program to dynamically update these values by inspecting the HTML file and 

rearranging the current date.   

6.4. Expansion and Improvements 

The components used in this section of the project have primarily been designed 

with expansion in mind. The controllers make changing the suburb list easy if a 

new city system were to be implemented. The system which controls the 

hyperlinks can also be easily changed from linking to a region to a suburb, if the 

system is expanded to produce maps for individual suburbs.  

One major area of expansion for VM 3 is to include a content management 

system to control the file system of the website. While established PHP based 

CMSs would be simple to implement, they can be difficult to work with when 

running custom applications. An alternative would be to build a custom CMS 

using Ruby or Python, which can be tailored to the project. Adding a CMS to the 

website would make creating the many output map pages a lot more 

manageable as well as minimising the modifications needed when applying the 

system to a different city. Using a back-end database system such as MySQL to 

manage the pages and images would also cut down on the manual file system 

manipulation.   

A better managed back-end system also presents the opportunities for 

expansion of the output communication methods. One option would be to set up 

a similar system to PVOutput.org which provides a Server API which can 

accessed with an API key and can be used to access data from the server 

without visiting the webpage. Another application would be to set up a JSON 

server which is a better way of passing data from the server to the JavaScript 

applications on the site. 

A further area to be explored for VM 3 is to use secure socket layer (SSL) 

security on the website.  Many large websites have SSL security which creates 

an encrypted connection between the server and the client’s browser for added 
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data security. An SSL certificate can also be purchased from a trusted SSL 

Certificate Authority which provides authentication to the client that the website 

is secure. 
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7. Further Investigation 

While the RPSS at this stage works perfectly well as a prototype which shows 

how the live simulation structure may be implemented, there are a few 

recommendations for the development of the system moving forward. The 

system itself was designed primarily with functionality in mind, with the goal to 

produce something which works so that it may be presented as a proof of 

concept; therefore, there is quite a lot of improvement which can be made 

during the construction of the final system.  

There is a lot of room for expansion of the system as a whole. This expansion 

can be in many directions including: 

 Adding more input sources to VM 1 to improve the quality of data by 

adding more data to the system; 

 Modifying the output of VM 2 so that it includes suburb level maps as well 

as the regional and full city maps; and 

 Expanding the system to incorporate more cities or regions; 

Investigations into these may be conducted to determine how these would work 

and how much extra load on the computational infrastructure the system can 

handle. It would also be beneficial to know whether some of the virtual machines 

could be used for simulating many separate systems or whether new virtual 

machines need to be used for each system. If these systems were to require 

new virtual machines, how could the computational allocation of each machine 

be minimised in order to ensure that resource use is as efficient as possible? 

Currently the system has a time delay. Due to processing time and simulation 

time, it runs about 15 to 20 minutes behind real-time. One area of investigation 

would be to look into streamlining the process so that it runs as close to real-

time as possible. This would involve optimising the scheduling for the system as 

well as modifying both the sorting systems in VM 1 as well as the simulator in 

VM 2 so that they run as quickly as possible.  

Further investigations can also be made into ensuring the quality of the data 

being received by the system is of a high standard.  As the data is being drawn 

directly from the source without any filtering, it can contain errors and 

misrepresentation. A data quality algorithm could be implemented in VM 1 or in 
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VM 2 before the data is used for the simulation. Increasing the number of input 

sources would also aid the system in detecting anomalous data readings and 

correcting them. Adding error checking to the processes would also ensure that 

transfers and manipulations are completed correctly, ensuring the robustness of 

the system. 
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8. Summary 

This project has shown that a system can be developed which successfully 

simulates the output of un-monitored PV systems across a regional grid. It takes 

a powerful simulation system and uses it to create a freely accessible monitoring 

tool for PV system performance. Not only does this create a virtual laboratory 

environment where the science of weather forecasting and performance 

modelling can be accessed by anyone interested in the output of the PV systems 

in their area, it also provides a powerful indicatory tool for utilities and the power 

supply industry.  

The RPSS’s three dedicated virtual machines work autonomously and in unison 

to collect the data, sort it, use it to create simulations, and present the 

simulations on the internet. Each machine fulfils its role and passes the results 

onto the next machine using secure protocols. Although the system lags slightly 

behind real-time due to the processing times involved, it demonstrates the 

feasibility of a real-time simulation system. 

Finally, the RPSS presents a viable model for the implementation of a real-time 

simulation system. It provides both a platform for further development of the 

current system as well as an indication of what may be involved in setting up a 

similar system in future. It also provides several avenues of further investigation 

into the expansion of the system and its capabilities.  
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Appendix A. Full Program Scripts 

VM1  

crontab 

*/5 5-22 * * * ./manager.sh 

Manager.sh 

#!/bin/sh 

# manager bash script,  

# Manipulates the fi les and folders and runs the scripts when needed.  
echo "starting the management" 

STARTTIME=`date +%s` 
#get the working fi le from  

curl  --compressed  -o pvout/working_fi le.csv -H "X-Pvoutput-

Apikey:de81698adc6725f83f704f136d543b1398755b3a" -H "X-Pvoutput-SystemId:39680" 
http://data.pvoutput.org/service/r3/getregionstatus.jsp?r=1:austral ian_capital_territory  

#create directories 
#mkdir "pvout/splits"  "pvout/history" "pvout/history/raw" "pvout/history/processed"  

#copy working fi le into raw and name it by the date 

cp pvout/working_fi le.csv pvout/history/raw/"$(date +%d_%m_%y).csv"  
#split the working fi le into the splitter folder  

echo "frag!" 

./splitter.sh 
wait 

echo "its in bits" 
#make an index fi le  

echo "mapping systems" 

./indexer.sh 
wait 

echo "indexed" 
#backup index 

cp pvout/systems.csv pvout/history/processed/"systems_$(date +%d_%m_%y).csv"  

 
#merge the fi les together into output fi le  

python joiner.py 

wait 
echo "fi le is packed, ready to fi re"  

#copy output fi le into the processed backup folder  
 

echo "loading" 

#start sftp session with VM2  
NOW=$(date +%y_%m_%d_%T) 

sftp -i  water.key ubuntu@144.6.226.178<<EOF 
put pvout/output.csv regional -pv-simulation-system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData/$NOW.csv 

put pvout/systems.csv regional -pv-simulation-

system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData/systems.csv 
EOF 

echo "the fi le has been sent!"  

rm "pvout/working_fi le.csv" "pvout/output.csv" "pvout/systems.csv"  
rm -r "pvout/splits" 

mkdir "pvout/splits" 
echo "directory is clean,  see you soon!"  

ENDTIME=`date +%s` 

RUNTIME=$(( $ENDTIME - $STARTTIME )) 
echo "end management - that took " $RUNTIME " seconds" 

 

Splitter.sh 

#!/bin/sh 
# splitter bash script,  

# Takes the raw data fi le from pvout put and splits it into csv fi les per system  
 

echo "splitter-> starting splitter.sh" 

 
#splits fi le 

awk -F";" '{print $0> "pvout/splits/Fi le" NR ".csv"}' pvout/working_fi le.csv  
wait 
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echo "splitter-> done splitting" 

#replaces ; with n\ and renames fi le based on system and moves them 
for i  in "pvout/splits/Fi le"*.csv; do sed 's/;/ \n/g' -i $i  ; mv $i  pvout/splits/$(head -1 

"$i").csv; done 
wait 

echo "splitter-> done renaming" 

#renames header 
for i  in pvout/splits/*; do sed -i "1s/.*/"Time,Energy,Power,Temperature,Vol tage"/" $i; done  

wait 

echo "splitter-> done header" 
echo "splitter-> finished splitter.sh" 

 

Indexer.sh 

#!/bin/sh 
# indexer bash script,  

# Creates an index fi le with the system ID,  
#makes the header 

echo "sysId,Size,Pcode"> "pvout/systems.csv" 

#writes the fi le names of al l the system fi les to the index  
for i  in pvout/splits/*; do echo "$i" >> pvout/systems.csv; done 

#removes unwanted fi le extensions etc  

sed 's/.csv//' -i pvout/systems.csv ; 
sed 's/pvout\/splits\///' -i pvout/systems.csv ; 

 

 

Joiner.py 

#!/usr/bin/python 

#import modules 
 

import pandas 
import os 

 

#user inputs to be deleted 
 

print "joiner-> time to squash these fi les together" 
 

#read template fi le  

template=pandas.read_csv("timetemp.csv")  
 

for lots in os.l istdir("pvout/splits"):  

 #get system id for header 
 more = "pvout/splits/%s" %lots  

 lots =lots.split(', ')[0]  
 #read fi le 

 store=pandas.read_csv(more) 

 #drop unwanted columns 
 store = store.drop(['Energy', 'Temperature', 'Voltage'], 1)  

 #set header 
 store.columns = ['Time',lots]  

 #merge 

 template = pandas.merge(template,store, how = 'outer',  on='Time')  
 

template = template.dropna(how = 'al l ') 

template.to_csv('pvout/output.csv', index=False, na_rep='NA',float_format='%.0f' )  
print "Joiner-> all joined" 

 

VM 2 

Crontab ubuntu 

30 23 * * * ./anusolar/data/CBR/PVO/cleaner.sh 
30 23 * * * ./regional -pv-simulation-system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/cleaner.sh 

3-59/5 5-22 * * * ./simulator.sh 
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Crontab vm2user 

*/5 5-22 * * * Rscript /home/ubuntu/regional -pv-simulation-

system.rpss/code/operation/run.rpss.R  

 

Cleaner.sh  

#!/bin/sh 

#cleaner.sh bash script  
#cleans the PVOUT l ive data folder at the end of the day  

echo "time to clean" 
mkdir regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/Archive/$(date +%y_%m_%d) 

cp -r regional -pv-simulation-system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData/* regional -pv-simulation-

system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/Archive/$(date +%y_%m_%d) 
rm -r regional -pv-simulation-system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData 

mkdir regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/data/CBR/PVO/liveData 

echo "al l done" 

 

Simulator.sh 

#!/bin/sh 

#Simulator bash fi le for controll ing VM2 
NOW=$(date +%Y%m%d) 

sftp -i earth.key ubuntu@130.56.250.27<<EOF 
put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Belconnen.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/belconnen 

!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Belconnen.png 
put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City -North.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/city -north 
!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City -North.png 

put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City -South.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/city -south 
!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_City-South.png 

put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Gungahlin.png 
/var/www/html/outputmaps/gungahlin  

!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Gungahlin.png 

put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Tuggeranong.png 
/var/www/html/outputmaps/tuggeranong 

!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Tuggeranong.png 

put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Weston-Creek.png 
/var/www/html/outputmaps/weston-creek 

!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Weston-Creek.png 
put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Woden.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/woden 

!rm regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*_Woden.png 
put regional-pv-simulation-system.rpss/output/CBR/$NOW/*.png 

/var/www/html/outputmaps/fullmap 
EOF 

 

VM 3 
App.js 

(function(){ 

 var app = angular.module('regions',[]); 
 app.controller('RegionController',  function(){  

  this.regions1 = regions1; 
  this.regions2 = regions2; 

  this.regions3 = regions3; 

  this.regions4 = regions4; 
  this.belco = belco; 

  this.gunners = gunners; 
  this.tuggers = tuggers 

  this.wCreek = wCreek; 

  this.woden = woden; 
  this.cityN = cityN; 

  this.cityS = cityS; 
 }); 

 

 app.controller('TimeController', function(){ 
  this.timer=1200; 
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  var cdt = new Date(); 
  var dt = ""+cdt.getFullYear()+(("0" + (cdt.getMonth() + 1)).slice( -2))+(("0" + 

cdt.getDate()).sl ice(-2)); 
  //dt = "20150707" //remove when in full use.  

  this.timeset = dt+"_"+'1200'; 

  this.change =function(){ 
   var fixtime = ""+ this.timer; 

   if (fixtime < 1000){ 

    f ixt ime= "0"+ fixtime; 
   }else { 

    f ixt ime = ""+fixtime; 
   } 

   if (Number(fixtime[2]) == 6){ 

    f ixt ime = Number(fixtime) +40; 
   }else if(Number(fixtime[2]==9)){ 

    f ixt ime= Number(fixtime) -40; 
   }else{ 

    f ixt ime = Number(fixtime); 

   } 
   if (fixtime < 1000){ 

    f ixt ime= "0"+ fixtime; 
   }else { 

    f ixt ime = ""+fixtime; 

   } 
   this.timer = Number(fixtime); 

   this.timeset = dt+"_"+fixtime; 

  } 
 }) 

 
 app.direct ive(' imageMap', function(){ 

  return{ 

   restrict:'E',  
   templateUrl: ' imgmap.html'  

  } 
 }) 

 app.directive('headaBar',  function(){ 

  return{ 
   restrict:'E',  

   templateUrl: 'headbar.html'  

  } 
 }) 

 app.directive('footBar',  function(){ 
  return{ 

   restrict:'E',  

   templateUrl: ' footbar.html'  
  } 

 }) 
 var regions1 = [ 

{name: 'ACTON', id: 107, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'AINSLIE', id: 104, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
{name: 'AMAROO', id: 707, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'ARANDA', id: 556, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'BANKS', id: 614, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
{name: 'BARTON', id: 214, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'BEARD', id: 804, zone: 'citySouth'},  
{name: 'BELCONNEN', id: 559, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'BONNER', id: 719, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'BONYTHON', id: 619, zone: 'tuggeranong'}, 
{name: 'BRADDON', id: 106, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'BRUCE', id: 555, zone: 'belconnen'},  
{name: 'CALWELL', id: 611, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'CAMPBELL', id: 110, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'CAPITAL HILL', id: 213, zone:'citySouth'}, 
{name: 'CASEY', id: 705, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'CHAPMAN', id: 444, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'CHARNWOOD', id: 570, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'CHIFLEY', id: 337, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'CHISHOLM', id: 609, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
{name: 'CITY', id: 108, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'CONDER', id: 613, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
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{name: 'COOK', id: 557, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'COOMBS', id: 911, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'CRACE', id: 712, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'CURTIN', id: 328, zone: 'woden'}, 
{name: 'DEAKIN', id: 215, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'DICKSON', id: 102, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

]; 
 var regions2 = [ 

{name: 'DOWNER', id: 124, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'DUFFY', id: 446, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'DUNLOP', id: 578, zone: 'belconnen'} , 

{name: 'EVATT', id: 574, zone: 'belconnen'},  
{name: 'FADDEN', id: 605, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'FARRER', id: 334, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'FISHER', id: 443, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'FLOREY', id: 560, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'FLYNN', id: 571, zone: 'belconnen'}, 
{name: 'FORDE', id: 716, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'FORREST', id: 216, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'FRANKLIN', id: 713, zone: 'gungahlin'},  
{name: 'FRASER', id: 577, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'FYSHWICK', id: 219, zone:'citySouth'},  
{name: 'GARRAN', id: 330, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'GILMORE', id: 608, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'GIRALANG', id: 552, zone: 'belconnen'},  
{name: 'GORDON', id: 616, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'GOWRIE', id: 604, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'GREENWAY', id: 615, zone: 'tuggeranong'}, 
{name: 'GRIFFITH', id: 220, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'GUNGAHLIN', id: 710, zone: 'gungahlin'},  
{name: 'HACKETT', id: 126, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'HALL', id: 901, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'HARRISON', id: 711, zone: 'gungahl in'}, 
{name: 'HAWKER', id: 563, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'HIGGINS', id: 567, zone: 'belconnen'},  
]; 

 var regions3 = [ 

{name: 'HOLDER', id: 447, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'HOLT', id: 568, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'HUGHES', id: 327, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'HUME', id: 802, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
{name: 'ISAACS', id: 336, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'ISABELLA PLAINS', id: 612, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
{name: 'KALEEN', id: 553, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'KAMBAH', id: 601, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'KINGSTON', id: 217, zone:'citySouth'}, 
{name: 'LATHAM', id: 566, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'LAWSON', id: 580, zone: 'belconnen'},  
{name: 'LYNEHAM', id: 101, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'LYONS', id: 329, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'MACARTHUR', id: 606, zone: 'tuggeranong'}, 
{name: 'MACGREGOR', id: 569, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'MACQUARIE', id: 558, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'MAWSON', id: 333, zone: 'woden'},  
{name: 'MCKELLAR', id: 575, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'MELBA', id: 572, zone: 'belconnen'},  
{name: 'MITCHELL', id: 701, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'MONASH', id: 603, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'NARRABUNDAH', id: 218, zone:'citySouth'},  
{name: 'NGUNNAWAL', id: 706, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

{name: 'NICHOLLS', id: 708, zone: 'gungahlin'},  
{name: 'OAKS ESTATE', id: 801, zone: 'citySouth'}, 

{name: 'O CONNOR', id: 103, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'O MALLEY', id: 335, zone: 'woden'},  
]; 

 var regions4 = [ 
{name: 'OXLEY', id: 623, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'PAGE', id: 561, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'PALMERSTON', id: 709, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 
{name: 'PARKES', id: 211, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'PEARCE', id: 331, zone: 'woden'},  
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{name: 'PHILLIP', id: 338, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'PIALLIGO', id: 251, zone:'citySouth'},  
{name: 'RED HILL', id: 221, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'REID', id: 109, zone: 'cityNorth'}, 
{name: 'RICHARDSON', id: 607, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'RIVETT', id: 445, zone:'westonCreek'},  

{name: 'RUSSELL', id: 122, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
{name: 'SCULLIN', id: 564, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'SPENCE', id: 576, zone: 'belconnen'}, 

{name: 'STIRLING', id: 448, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'SYMONSTON', id: 803, zone:'citySouth'},  

{name: 'THARWA', id: 659, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
{name: 'THEODORE', id: 610, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'TORRENS', id: 332, zone: 'woden'},  

{name: 'TURNER', id: 105, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
{name: 'WANNIASSA', id: 602, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

{name: 'WARAMANGA', id: 442, zone:'westonCreek'},  
{name: 'WATSON', id: 125, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

{name: 'WEETANGERA', id: 562, zone: 'belconnen'},  

{name: 'WESTON', id: 441, zone:'westonCreek'}, 
{name: 'WRIGHT', id: 910, zone: 'westonCreek'},  

{name: 'YARRALUMLA', id: 212, zone:'citySouth'},  
 ]; 

 

 var gunners = [ 
 {name: 'AMAROO', id: 707, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'BONNER', id: 719, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'CASEY', id: 705, zone: 'gungahlin'},  
 {name: 'CRACE', id: 712, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'FORDE', id: 716, zone: 'gungahlin'},  
 {name: 'FRANKLIN', id: 713, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'GUNGAHLIN', id: 710, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'HALL', id: 901, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 
 {name: 'HARRISON', id: 711, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'MITCHELL', id: 701, zone: 'gungahlin'},  
 {name: 'NGUNNAWAL', id: 706, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'NICHOLLS', id: 708, zone: 'gungahlin'},  

 {name: 'PALMERSTON', id: 709, zone: 'gungahlin'}, 
 ]; 

 var belco =[ 

 {name: 'ARANDA', id: 556, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'BELCONNEN', id: 559, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'BRUCE', id: 555, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'CHARNWOOD', id: 570, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'COOK', id: 557, zone: 'belconnen'}, 

 {name: 'DUNLOP', id: 578, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'EVATT', id: 574, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'FLOREY', id: 560, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'FLYNN', id: 571, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'FRASER', id: 577, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'GIRALANG', id: 552, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'HAWKER', id: 563, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'HIGGINS', id: 567, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'HOLT', id: 568, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'KALEEN', id: 553, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'LATHAM', id: 566, zone: 'belconnen'}, 
 {name: 'LAWSON', id: 580, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'MACGREGOR', id: 569, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'MACQUARIE', id: 558, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'MCKELLAR', id: 575, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'MELBA', id: 572, zone: 'belconnen '}, 
 {name: 'PAGE', id: 561, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'SCULLIN', id: 564, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 {name: 'SPENCE', id: 576, zone: 'belconnen'},  
 {name: 'WEETANGERA', id: 562, zone: 'belconnen'},  

 ]; 
 var cityN =[ 

 {name: 'ACTON', id: 107, zone: 'cityNorth'}, 

 {name: 'AINSLIE', id: 104, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
 {name: 'BRADDON', id: 106, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

 {name: 'CAMPBELL', id: 110, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
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 {name: 'CITY', id: 108, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

 {name: 'DICKSON', id: 102, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
 {name: 'DOWNER', id: 124, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

 {name: 'HACKETT', id: 126, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
 {name: 'LYNEHAM', id: 101, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

 {name: 'O CONNOR', id: 103, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

 {name: 'REID', id: 109, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
 {name: 'RUSSELL', id: 122,  zone: 'cityNorth'}, 

 {name: 'TURNER', id: 105, zone: 'cityNorth'},  

 {name: 'WATSON', id: 125, zone: 'cityNorth'},  
 

 ]; 
 var cityS = [ 

 {name: 'BARTON', id: 214, zone:'citySouth'},  

 {name: 'BEARD', id: 804, zone: 'citySouth'},  
 {name: 'CAPITAL HILL', id: 213, zone:'citySouth'}, 

 {name: 'DEAKIN', id: 215, zone:'citySouth'},  
 {name: 'FORREST', id: 216, zone:'citySouth'},  

 {name: 'FYSHWICK', id: 219, zone:'citySouth'},  

 {name: 'GRIFFITH', id: 220, zone:'citySouth'},  
 {name: 'KINGSTON', id: 217, zone:'citySouth '}, 

 {name: 'NARRABUNDAH', id: 218, zone:'citySouth'},  
 {name: 'OAKS ESTATE', id: 801, zone: 'citySouth'},  

 {name: 'PARKES', id: 211, zone:'citySouth'},  

 {name: 'RED HILL', id: 221, zone:'citySouth'},  
 {name: 'SYMONSTON', id: 803, zone:'citySouth'},  

 {name: 'YARRALUMLA', id: 212, zone:'citySouth'},  

 
 ]; 

 var woden = [ 
 {name: 'CHIFLEY', id: 337, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'CURTIN', id: 328, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'FARRER', id: 334, zone: 'woden'},  
 {name: 'GARRAN', id: 330, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'HUGHES', id: 327, zone: 'woden'}, 
 {name: 'ISAACS', id: 336, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'LYONS', id: 329, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'MAWSON', id: 333, zone: 'woden'},  
 {name: 'O MALLEY', id: 335, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'PEARCE', id: 331, zone: 'woden'},  

 {name: 'PHILLIP', id: 338, zone: 'woden'}, 
 {name: 'TORRENS', id: 332, zone: 'woden'},  

 
 ]; 

 var wCreek = [ 

 {name: 'CHAPMAN', id: 444, zone:'westonCreek'},  
 {name: 'COOMBS', id: 911, zone:'westonCreek'},  

 {name: 'DUFFY', id: 446, zone:'westonCreek'},  
 {name: 'FISHER', id: 443, zone:'westonCreek'},  

 {name: 'HOLDER', id: 447, zone:'westonCreek'},  

 {name: 'RIVETT', id: 445, zone:'westonCreek'},  
 {name: 'STIRLING', id: 448, zone:'westonCreek'},  

 {name: 'WARAMANGA', id: 442, zone:'westonCreek'},  

 {name: 'WESTON', id: 441, zone:'westonCreek'}, 
 {name: 'WRIGHT', id: 910, zone: 'westonCreek'},  

 
 ]; 

 var tuggers = [ 

 {name: 'BANKS', id: 614, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'BONYTHON', id: 619, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'CALWELL', id: 611, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'CHISHOLM', id: 609, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'CONDER', id: 613, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'FADDEN', id: 605, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'GILMORE', id: 608, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'GORDON', id: 616, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'GOWRIE' , id: 604, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'GREENWAY', id: 615, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'HUME', id: 802, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'ISABELLA PLAINS', id: 612, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'KAMBAH', id: 601, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
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 {name: 'MACARTHUR', id: 606, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'MONASH', id: 603, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'OXLEY', id: 623, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'RICHARDSON', id: 607, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 {name: 'THARWA', id: 659, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  

 {name: 'THEODORE', id:  610, zone: 'tuggeranong'}, 

 {name: 'WANNIASSA', id: 602, zone: 'tuggeranong'},  
 ]; 

})(); 
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           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1045_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1050_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1055_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
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           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1105_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1110_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1115_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1120_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1125_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1130_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1135_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png', 
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1140_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1145_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1150_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1155_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1200_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1205_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1210_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1215_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1220_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1225_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1230_'+fold.ucfi rst ()+'.png', 

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1235_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1240_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1245_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1250_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1255_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1300_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1305_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1310_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1315_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1320_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1325_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png' , 

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1330_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1335_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1340_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1345_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1350_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1355_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1400_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1405_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1410_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1415_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1420_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png', 

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1425_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1430_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1435_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1440_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1445_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1450_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1455_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1500_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1505_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1510_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1515_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png', 
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1520_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1525_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1530_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1535_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1540_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1545_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1550_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1555_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1600_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1605_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1610_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1615_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1620_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
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           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1635_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1640_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1645_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  

           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1650_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
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           'outputmaps/'+fold+'/'+dt+'_1700_'+fold.ucfi rst()+'.png',  
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